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CLASSROOM: Two classrooms are well equipped with internet facilities and 

SMART technology white board. Students can prepare their PPts and documents 

and can be present through SMART board. One board is interactive, so teacher 

can access their prior documents and connect with the current presentation. 

Teacher education plays the role as instructor too in the classroom by introducing 

collaborative and co-operative learning techniques. The place is utilized by each 

teacher to prepare creative teacher and produce them for the societal 

betterment of tomorrow.  

ACADEMIC: Academic task is discussed among teacher educators before 

delivering in the classroom regarding their teaching techniques and way of 

presentation and discussion. In teaching methodology subject suitable methods 

are allotted for specific topic to the students for preparation of the lessons. 

Fruitful ideas are implemented for the beneficial of students.   

LAB: We are preparing teachers. Every year approximate 15 to 20 science 

students get admission in the college to be a teacher. They are connected to 

NCERT text books for using and teaching in the classroom. We purchase science 

content related teaching aids for using in the classroom teaching while student 

teachers send to practice teaching. Science equipments related to the principles 

of PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY and BIOLOGY teaching at secondary level are kept in 

laboratory. Students can get and access easily for their classroom teaching. 

Student teachers often use language laboratory residing in sister institute.   

LIBRARY: We have well equipped library with approximate 17 thousand books. 

Tiles are related to teacher education, Information communication technology, 

dictionaries, bhagvad go mandal, subjects connected to teachers like geography, 

emotions, intelligence, teaching learning process, motivational and preparation 

for competitive examinations. News papers and magazines are kept in library on 

the desk for reading.  

SPORTS: We have no facility for sports as a complex but we arrange sports 

activities every year as in door and out- door games in the month of December- 



January. Students take part and improve their sportsmanship. Student teachers 

create atmosphere for their physical well-being as well as mental spirit. Every year 

student teachers take part in the sports activities which are arranged by the 

college. Certificates and token of appreciation are given to each winner of the 

activities. Students are promoted by in charge teacher educators to take part in 

university level sports activities and activities initiated by government like KHEL 

maha kumbh and etc. Students from the college are presented their skill up to 

university level.  

COMPUTER: There are 30 computers in ICT laboratory for one to one access for 

the student teachers. In library there are two computers for students to access 

reference books and internet web pages directly and can download documents. 

One-one computer facilities are given to the each student teacher for learning MS 

office package. Training to the student teachers are given by teacher educators 

for making their ppts, documents of submission-learning provisions are kept in 

each computer for online access. Students can download their pdfs and material 

from websites and blogs. Student teachers use laptops and computers for 

teaching in the classroom by making presentations and deliver content using 

online resources like you tune and learning management systems.    

 

 

 


